OFFER
The company UPRUC POL SA FAGARAS is specialized on the execution of the tanks with a capacity
between 50-150.000 liters.
"Polstif" stratifications are achieved by fitting with synthetic resins with fiberglass according to certain
production technologies. Products obtained have a good chemical resistance and mechanical strength comparable to
that of similar products from steel, for a weight of about 4 times smaller.
The stratifications characteristics achieved in production of POLSTIF products make possible the utilization
in various fields:
-CONSTRUCTIONS - storage tanks for water supply from drilling, booth of drilling boreholes, , home for
water meters, basin catchment for rainwater, basins for septic tanks, basin for water reserve in the event of fire, basin
for water treatment, industrial water tanks and unionized water tanks , transport cisterns and delivery water cisterns
-CHEMICAL INDUSTRY – tanks and cisterns for storage and transportation of chemicals products in the
form of powders, liquids, pasta powders, tanks for fuel in categories III and IV reactors (including stirring system),
ventilation pipe, pickling tunnels, galvanizing, column-type machines for various applications in the field of
environmental protection (e.g. gas Washings)
-FOOD INDUSTRY – tanks for storage and transportation tanks for milk and milk products, fats and oils,
spirits, fruit juices, vinegar, pickles, etc.
-AGRICULTURE – tanks for herbicides plants, silos for grain and feed, cisterns for water transportation on
the irrigation
The products are:
A. Tanks
UNDERGROUND TANKS have the advantage of installing simple, no other rearranges, in very short time
and without building site preparation
This version does not require isolation, capacities 1000 -150000 liters and for larger volumes can be used
tanks tied in a series.
OVERGROUND TANKS
Depending on the needs you can use vertical tanks (with flat-bottom or supports) and horizontal tanks
Horizontal overground tanks are mounted on steel or Polstif saddles, if necessary, delivered with the tank
Vertical Overground Tanks are mounted either directly on the concrete foundation or on the metal legs of
your choice
B. Equipments for treating wastewater
Our company makes the base components for disposal and waste water treatment: septic TANKS, septic
INHOFF, sand and oil separators, waste water treatment stations
C. Cisterns used to transport various materials can be ellipsoidal or cylinder section. May have one or more
compartments and the mounting is established in each case.
D. Silos
The maximum capacity for a single silo is 175 mc, the diameter up to 4 m inclusive. You can store liquid and
powder materials (PVC, PE, granules etc)
E. Sticloplast parts
Sticloplast antifriction parts are for example: bushings, bearings, rings, skates, spherical bushings and are
made for sliding bearings. These pieces are made of composite plastics, with and without carbon steel metal
underlayers. The structure of the material, for example, wall pieces, consist of an antifriction layer followed by fiberreinforced laminated glass of the proper thickness.
For more information please visit our website www.uprucpol.ro
Best Regards,
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